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Hello and welcome to UNHRC aka the most happening committee.
EVER. Like LITERALLY. 

On one side we have The Republic of Uganda and Spain. These
delegates made the most of the resources they had. The two creative

delegates managed to play cross and knots mid-session via chit and
even get gagged for doing so. Spain was deeply saddened that their
plan had failed, but that did not mean that he would use his precious
time listening to the committee proceedings. He opened his laptop and
(sneakily) started to play the ‘no connection T-rex’ game. The IP

noticed this too. The poor guy was just having one of those days when
the executive board gagged him (again). This time for not wearing a
mask. When the delegate realised that there was no way out, he sat

in the
committee ripping apart his paper cup to shreds.

On the other hand, as the council discussed ways to help out the
refugees at the Belarus- European Union border, The People’s

Republic of China decided to take up this golden opportunity to take a
power nap. While, The Republic of Latvia had their placard upside-

down, was their president dead or was this a way of symbolising the
state of this committee?

The executive board though, they were trying their best to keep their
delegates entertained. One of them was sweating through his once

light grey, now dark grey shirt, trying to make this a happening
committee and failing. The other, he even tried to beat-box to grab

the attention of his fellow committee members. Unfortunately for him,
no one was interested enough to even look up. 
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When in the White House Situation Room 
You’d think you’re supposed to act serious and

alert
Except when the EB members are compatible best

friends
(also if you’re not wearing a comfortable shirt)

With no mics and a projector that barely worked
The committee started off quite nervous

With their voices hardly audible
and the opening video with only subtitles

crisis over crises over crisis
with plans of action having the title as ‘title’
the committee gave speeches after speeches

with no time to sit idle
but it was all worth it because

towards the end of the day we did get a mic
(with neon lights on it)
And moved on , psyched.

 By Aashee Dhiman
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I entered hesitantly and immediately; the door shut with a bang that had
me quaking in my heels. The air was still and warm, like it was thoroughly
underwhelmed by the petrifying storm that hit the city the previous night.
I was surrounded by a cluster of people, but they seemed motionless like

mannequins. 
Abruptly, I heard something- a faint, mere hint of a voice. I knew there
is something being said. Something that I must hear, I felt it in my bones. 

To all the readers who do not have an appetite for horror, viewer
discretion is most certainly not advised, for I do not speak of any ghosts
returned for fulfilling their life’s aim or spirits gone astray; but only of

all the delegates in UNSC committee. 
Ukraine’s opposition is Russia -a country that is refuting dialogue and
wants to claim the territory of Ukraine. And the delegates opposition?

Well, it is a mic. An uncooperating mic that wants to command the
attention of the room but just cannot for some odd reason. 

The speeches were spoken so softly, seeming to imitate a child who
accidently uttered a curse word and now has to offer any explanation

of knowing such words, apart from rightfully blaming their younger sibling.
 

Lastly, the agony of being a journalist in such a committee is
unfathomable because you need to write something and the only option

you are left with is to kindly ask for a brief overview of each delegates’
speech through chits after deliverance to which you receive a response

which closely mirrors the length of the great Mahabharata. 
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THE HAUNTED JOURNALIST
The true story of a tortured soul



 Not only did the delegate of
Spain not have any connection

with the internet but also
with the committee
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There were matching outfits involved. 
 

Seeing the Director General and the Secretary General so up close and
viewing their dynamic and harmonious relationship, not to mention their evident

bond, certain speculations have inevitably begun swirling around the two. 
 

According to multiple backstage sources, and well, anyone with properly
functioning eyes, it’s been reported that the Director General and the

Secretary general have been seen together on many occasions. 
It's also worth noting that they both showed up in matching outfits. And not
just matching outfits in any colour, but one of the most universally synonymous

colours , ‘pink’. Now sure, pink in general may have just been a fortunate
coincidence, but the exact same shade too? Surely some thoughts go into that.

 And more are sure to follow, as we see they evidently enjoy each other’s
company, and in a very “McDonald’s” manner, come as a two for one combo. 
And while I’m all here for the matching outfits, there’s no guarantee as to

where this is headed. However, the fact that each rumour is to be taken with
a grain of salt still prevails, so until further information is provided by the pair

itself, its preferable to keep our expectations at par, and one can only hope
for confirmation, or in a more disappointing case, denial, via either person. 
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CHAOS AT THE CABINET

 
Once upon a confusing time, 

A committee began when the clock struck nine. 
The delegates slowly came on stage, 

But thoroughly ignored the concept of a freeze date. 
The EB let out a long-suffering sigh, 

And looked like it wanted nothing more than to already say goodbye. 
The lady’s remarks were as blunt than a sharpened knife, 

But the guy just looked tired of life. 
He came alive when the solutions went wrong,

Seeing the inaccuracies in the solutions, he seemed ready to burst into song.
Both when called upon to speak and provide answers fair. 

For a lesson in pure confidence and zero logic, 
Look at the plan of Action titled ‘Pakode Chahiye Humme’. 

Renowned for its Vada Pav is Mumbai,
And so this name highly dissatisfies. 

The guy in the EB argued so violently with the Defence Minister on Geneva
Guidelines,

That the latter seemed ready to resign! 
Once upon a confusing time, 

A committee began when the clock struck nine. 
The Cabinet argued for six hours straight, 

But there is still a question mark on the country’s fate,
And after some speeches, on the EB’s face.
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DPRK’s extensive and exquisite
vocabulary is put to show when it

addresses the states as
“mindless monkeys”, mindless true,

but on whose part?
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Kim-Jong-un 
 

K- killing many innocents 
I- Inconsiderate Miscreant

M- ‘mindless monkey’
J- Judgemental Joker
O- Obnoxiously loud

N- Naturally apathetic
G- Graciously irresponsible
U- Unpleasant appearances
N- notoriously big headed

 
Cheers to the best dictator EVER!!

 
By Pia Kanwar, Mallika Gera, Shreya
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North Korea blames
the countries with the
easiest names (USA

and UK)

Japan lacks not only originality, but also
creativity, so resorts to quoting Taylor

swift in a
formal event. (‘You need to calm down,

youre being too loud’.)
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R.I.P INDIA

 
Today, a suspicious chit was sent to IP that was immediately

submitted to the EB. In it, the Defence
Minister suggested to Chief of RAW that it would be a good

plan to bait Director of Intelligence
Bureau to attract the terrorists.

The enigmatic chit was decoded by the EB and then they
promptly read it aloud saying that “India

wants to know.” But the Defence Minister defended his chit by
saying it would be a “strategic

sacrifice” to kill Director of IB. The Director of IB said in an
official statement:

“The international bureau is appalled by the words of the
minister of defence. The bureau does not

understand how someone who is in a position as prestigious as
his can be consumed with mere

office politics while the safety of our nation is at harm.”

TREACHERY ENSUES IN THE CABINET: TRUE
COLOURS OF DEFENCE MINISTER
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